DVS TECHNOLOGY GROUP is a group of well-known German companies held by DISKUS WERKE AG and noted for
their core competences in the machining technologies of turning, gear cutting, grinding and gear honing. The Group also
runs sales and service organisations in China and other countries abroad. Our global workforce amounts to over 1,200
and we are proud to be one of the leading system providers for machines, tools and production solutions for the
machining of power train components before and after hardening. Our highly motivated employees and trend-setting
innovations are the cornerstones of our leading market position and global success.
Visit www.dvs-technology.com to learn more about our Group.
Our Chinese manufacturing company in the greater Shanghai area / Taicang is looking for a motivated

Process Engineer / Production Engineer (f/m)
Your duties:
 Support of in-house production processes, production team contact with regard to the production processes and
the technological equipment.
 Coordination of customer needs and customer communication and assistance with customer approvals on our
site.
 Person to contact in case of process incidents and problems, continuous support of daily production in case of
urgent production problems, technical troubleshooting.
 Carrying out process data, root cause and impact analyses.
 Technological optimisation, process advancement and optimisation and development of sustainable solutions to
production problems.
 Production tooling management and supply.
 Process data and reporting record creation and documentation, cost controlling.
 Promotion of interchange between the in-house production, engineering and quality assurance departments and
close cooperation with functional areas of associated companies.
 Interaction with and coordination of the German DVS production facility.
Your profile:
 Field engineer specialising in production, manufacturing engineering or machining. Candidates with a mechanical
engineering or engineering degree also welcomed.
 Automotive mass production/manufacturing experience.
 Mechanical engineering industry knowledge.
 Practical experience with project management and process design.
 Experience with technical analysis, measurement and statistical evaluation, conceptual skills.
 Experience with international and/or German enterprises.
 High-level oral and written command of Chinese and English; command of the German language is desirable.
We offer you varied and interesting tasks, friendly colleagues and a safe workplace in a pleasant working environment.
Please submit your application to: Mr. Jiangang Shi, jiangang.shi@dvs-technology.com.
.

